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Market: architects; engineers; project managers; general contractors; cost estimators; property
and real estate managers; facility managers; property developers International appeal: includes
25 project profiles from the US, Canada, United Kingdom, Australia, Spain, China, and India
Thirty key players share their experiences and lessons learned from working on green building
projects
Subject matter consists of representational arts in the broadest sense, architecture, sculpture,
painting, and other man-made objects with no limits as to time, place, or cultural environment.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that
typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The
Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for groups of
any size that let you manage your business (instead of managing personalities). Part of the
acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable
tools that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality
clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line.
Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal activities help
create a safe environment for teams to explore several common forms of conflict—and their
resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations
and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games
delivers everything you need to make your workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
Level 1: Practice
Academic Films for the Classroom
The Online Experience of the McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.,
Introduction to Sociology
Strategic Management
Cutting-edge quantitative phase imaging techniques and their applications Filled with
unique, full-color images taken by advanced quantitative phase imaging (QPI),
Quantitative Phase Imaging of Cells and Tissues thoroughly explores this innovative
technology and its biomedical applications. An introductory background on optical
imaging and traditional optical microscopy is included to illustrate concept development.
The book explains how various visualization modalities can be obtained by numerical
calculations. This authoritative resource reveals how to take full advantage of the
unprecedented capabilities of QPI, such as rendering scattering properties of minute
subcellular structures and nanoscale fluctuations in live cells. Coverage includes:
Groundwork Spatiotemporal field correlations Image characteristics Light microscopy
Holography Point scanning QPI methods Principles of full-field QPI Off-axis full-field
methods Phase-shifting techniques Common-path methods White light techniques Fourier
transform light scattering (FTLS) Current trends in QPI
A complete curriculum for profiting in today's tough market! Opportunities abound in the
real estate market. In order to find the best investments, though, you need to understand
the changes brought on by the turbulence of recent years. Bringing you completely up to
date on today's market, The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Real Estate Investing offers a
fast-paced but thorough and well-rounded education on profiting in real estate. Revealing
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secrets previously reserved for industry insiders, veteran Jack Cummings offers the
knowledge you need to get moving right away. This three-day "crash course" provides
checklists and proven insider tips on how to: spot the hot properties of tomorrow calculate
potential profits before investing increase property values make offers and counteroffers
find the best sources of financing Get tips and advice from a true industry insider and
start building your fortune now with The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Real Estate
Investing.
Packed with features, this guide to writing business plans shows readers how to turn their
entrepreneurial dream into a reality, by writing a business plan that will get them the
financing and support they need to get a new business going. It includes a directory of new
and little-known money sources, high-impact points - special tips and ideas, and a free
disk offer, featuring sample business and financial spreadsheets.
DISCOVERING OUR PAST
The McGraw-Hill Guide to Writing a High-Impact Business Plan: A Proven Blueprint for
First-Time Entrepreneurs
Quantitative Phase Imaging of Cells and Tissues
The Core
Math Connects, Course 1 Student Edition

Each story supports instruction in new phonics elements and
incorporates elements and high frequency words that have
been previously taught.
Ebook: Advertising and Promotion
Schedule and coordinate projects seamlessly, start to
finish! In today's ultracompetitive world of business, those
in charge want results on time and on budget--and they're
turning to project managers to deliver. Skilled project
managers are in high demand, and the profession is growing
at an unprecedented rate. The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course:
Project Management, Second Edition, combines expert insight,
advice based on realworld experience, and the latest
developments into a single, concise package. In the span of
36 hours, you'll learn how to: Plan, launch, manage, and
close projects Build the best team for each project Shape
and drive a project using effective leadership Manage
quality, costs, time, and risk Deploy the latest project
management technologies Complete with chapter-ending selftests and a comprehensive online final exam, The McGraw-Hill
36-Hour Course: Project Management, Second Edition, provides
the guidance you need to manage any project under any
conditions.
A History of the World, Teacher Suite, 1-year Subscription
Concepts and Cases
NTC Vocabulary Builders(Green Book)
The Resource Based Relative Value Scale
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California Treasures
This set provides the consumable Student Edition, Volume 2, which
contains everything students need to build conceptual understanding,
application, and procedural skill and fluency with math content
organized to address CCSS. Students engage in learning with write-in
text on vocabulary support and homework pages, and real-world problemsolving investigations.
V. 1. Old English to 1800.--v. 2. 1800 to the present.
Business & management.
Endless Frontiers the Story of Mc Graw Hill
The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Operations Management
Ebook: Advertising and Promotion
The McGraw Hill 36 Hour Six Sigma Course
How to Design and Evaluate Research in Education
David Spiceland, Wayne Thomas and Don Herrmann have developed a unique text based on
over 50 collective years of experience in the classroom. They've brought together best
practices like highlighting Common Mistakes, offering frequent Let's Review exercises,
integrating the course with a running Continuing Problem, demonstrating the relevance of the
course to non-majors with a Career Corner, and communicating it all in a student-friendly
Conversational Writing Style. The new 2nd edition of Financial Accounting, Spiceland,
Thomas, Herrmann, has been developed with feedback from over 330 reviewers and focus
group participants from across the country. The following list of changes and improvements is
a testament to the many hours that reviewers spent analyzing the 1st edition, helping make
Financial Accounting, 2nd edition, the best book of its kind.
This comprehensive introduction to educational research covers the most widely used
research methodologies and discusses the research process in detail. Step-by-step analysis of
real research studies provides students with practical examples of how to prepare their work
and read that of others. End-of-chapter problem sheets, comprehensive coverage of data
analysis, and discussion of the preparation of research proposals and reports make the text
appropriate for courses that focus on doing research as well as for courses that stress reading
and understanding research.
We want to give you the practice you need on the ACT McGraw-Hill's 10 ACT Practice Tests
helps you gauge what the test measures, how it's structured, and how to budget your time in
each section. Written by the founder and faculty of Advantage Education, one of America's
most respected providers of school-based test-prep classes, this book provides you with the
intensive ACT practice that will help your scores improve from each test to the next. You'll be
able to sharpen your skills, boost your confidence, reduce your stress-and to do your very best
on test day. 10 complete sample ACT exams, with full explanations for every answer 10
sample writing prompts for the optional ACT essay portion Scoring Worksheets to help you
calculate your total score for every test Expert guidance in prepping students for the ACT More
practice and extra help online ACT is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc., which was not
involved in the production of, and does not endorse, this product.
Global Program Management
Company Profiles: McGraw Hill Financial, Inc. (formerly The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.).
LSC LS4(EDMC) VSXML Ebook Green Building Through Integrated Design (GreenSource
Books)
Learning to Teach
Medical Physiology : The Big Picture
Combining quality and user-friendliness with rigor and relevance,
Frank T. Rothaermel synthesizes theory, empirical research, and
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practical applications in a breakthrough new text designed to prepare
students for the types of challenges they will face as managers in
the globalized and turbulent businessenvironment of the 21st century.
This new textbook, written with a single, strong voice, weaves
together classic and cutting-edge theory with in-chapter cases and
strategy highlights, to teach students how companies gain and sustain
competitive advantage. OneBook...OneVoice...OneVision
Course: Principles of Management is the introductory course taken by
most undergraduate business majors. Almost every text/course is
organized around the four functions of management: planning, leading,
organizing, and controlling (PLOC). What makes the texts different
are their approach to the subject (principles vs. OB focused) and
their strengths of coverage (high/strategic vs. low
level/applied/skills). The aim of this text is to show how the four
functions interact.
Get the BIG PICTURE of Medical Physiology -- and focus on what you
really need to know to ace the course and board exams! 4-Star Doody's
Review! "This excellent, no-frills approach to physiology concepts is
designed to help medical students and other health professions
students review the basic concepts associated with physiology for the
medical profession. The information is concise, accurate and timely."
If you don't have unlimited study time Medical Physiology: The Big
Picture is exactly what you need! With an emphasis on what you “need
to know” versus “what's nice to know,” and enhanced with 450 fullcolor illustrations, it offers a focused, streamlined overview of
medical physiology. You'll find a succinct, user-friendly
presentation designed to make even the most complex concepts
understandable in a short amount of time. With just the right balance
of information to give you the edge at exam time, this unique
combination text and atlas features: A “Big Picture” perspective on
precisely what you must know to ace your course work and board exams
Coverage of all the essential areas of Physiology, including General,
Neurophysiology, Blood, Cardiovascular, Pulmonary, Renal and Acid
Base, Gastrointestinal, and Reproductive 450 labeled and explained
full-color illustrations 190 board exam-style questions and answers
-- including a complete practice test at the end of the book Special
icon highlights important clinical information
The Properties of Gases and Liquids
McGraw-Hill My Math, Grade K, Student Edition
Green Building Through Integrated Design (GreenSource Books)
Introduction To Business, Student Edition
Financial Accounting

Take a crash course in boosting operational efficiency! Whether a business
manufactures trucks, delivers packages, or sells coffee, it lives and breathes on its
operations. Without exception. Ensuring smooth, efficient processes is a challenging
task--but the rewards are immense. The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Operations
Management puts you on the fast track to bolstering and managing the effectiveness
of your organization s operations. Complete with exercises, self-tests, and an online
final exam, this virtual immersion course in operations management teaches you how
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to: Evaluate and measure existing systems performance Use quality management
tools like Six Sigma and Lean Production Design new, improved processes Define,
plan, and control costs of projects Take this in-depth course on operations
management and put your vision into action. This is the only book on the syllabus.
Class begins now!
A Complete Guide to Building and Maintaining Green Roofs Written by an industry
expert in green roof design and installation, this GreenSource book presents all of the
information you need to skillfully design, construct, and maintain green roofs. You
will find a wealth of practical details gathered through real-world implementations
and independent research. Green Roof Construction and Maintenance explains how
to design a green roof, plan for irrigation and drainage, select and place soil and
plants, and maintain the entire setup. The book also discusses return on investment,
LEED design specifications, and the myriad short- and long-term environmental
benefits of green roofs. Filled with step-by-step illustrations and full-color
photographs, this is a valuable, hands-on guide to a rapidly emerging trend in the
sustainability movement. Green Roof Construction and Maintenance includes: Key
questions to ask at each stage of the green building process Tested tips and
techniques for successful structural design Construction methods for new and
existing buildings Information on insulation, drainage, detailing, irrigation, and plant
selection Details on optimal soil formulation Illustrations featuring various stages of
construction Best practices for green roof maintenance A survey of environmental
benefits, including evapo-transpiration, storm-water management, habitat
restoration, and improvement of air quality Tips on the LEED design and certification
process Considerations for assessing return on investment Color photographs of
successfully installed green roofs Useful checklists, tables, and charts
Exploring a realm of film often dismissed as campy or contrived, this book traces the
history of classroom educational films from the silent era through the 1980s, when
film finally began to lose ground to video-based and digital media. It profiles 35
individual academic filmmakers who played a role in bringing these roughly 100,000
16mm films to classrooms across North America, paying particular attention to auteur
John Barnes and his largely neglected body of work. Other topics include the
production companies contributing to the growth and development of the academic
film genre; the complex history of post-Sputnik, federally-funded educational
initiatives which influenced the growth of the academic film genre; and the
denouement of the genre in classrooms and its resurgence on the Internet.
Decodable Takehome Books
A History of the Problems of Education
Principles of Management
The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Project Management, Second Edition
The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Online Marketing

Includes: Print Student Edition
The revision of this best-selling text for a junior/senior course in
Foundation Analysis and Design now includes an IBM computer disk
containing 16 compiled programs together with the data sets used to
produce the output sheets, as well as new material on sloping ground,
pile and pile group analysis, and procedures for an improved anlysis of
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lateral piles. Bearing capacity analysis has been substantially revised
for footings with horizontal as well as vertical loads. Footing design
for overturning now incorporates the use of the same uniform linear
pressure concept used in ascertaining the bearing capacity. Increased
emphasis is placed on geotextiles for retaining walls and soil nailing.
• The authors are both established figures in the urban construction
field • The book will help contractors keep projects on time and within
budget
Grade 4
McGraw-Hill's 10 ACT Practice Tests, Second Edition
British Literature: Old English to 1800
Foundation Analysis and Design
UNDERSTANDING BUSINESS

California Treasures is a research-based reading and language arts program for
Grades K-6 that: builds a lifelong love of reading through explicit systematic instruction
coupled with time-honored classics, contemporary nonfiction, and rich literature;
addresses the four key aspects of language arts every day: listening, speaking,
reading, and writing; integrates print resources with digital resources providing teachers
with options for teaching styles; offers an equitable parallel Spanish program, California
Tesoros de lectura; follows California's revised English language development
standards by incorporating the required English language support into the program and
providing a complete English language development component to assist students
transitioning into English.
An in-depth guide to global program management This practical resource offers proven
strategies for directing the design, development, delivery, and monitoring of major, longterm business or agency programs in global markets. Global Program Management
reflects the movement of the field to a broader, more global, and enterprise-wide
perspective. Covering the new Project Management Institute (PMI) Standard for
Program Management, the book explains the ways in which program management
differs from project management and reveals how to master strong leadership,
organization, communication, technical, managerial, and agility skills along with a
comprehensive understanding of foreign markets and cultures. Discover how to:
Review organizational and global settings for program management Adhere to the new
PMI Standard for Program Management Develop strategies, programs, and candidate
projects into a strategic portfolio Align strategies and programs to ensure success,
profitability, and program benefits Assess, monitor, and mitigate risk on a program
scale Hone global program management leadership competencies Find and secure
partners to provide program support Apply program management concepts to federal
sector reforms
Learn the essentials of Six Sigma in just 36 hours The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Six Sigma
Course provides you with the knowledge you need to understand, implement, and
manage a Six Sigma program. This detailed yet accessible guide explores 10 essential
Six Sigma tools for manufacturing along with other core components of a Six Sigma
program.
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to Improve
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Communication, Trust and Collaboration
Urban Construction Project Management (McGraw-Hill Construction Series)
Green Roof Construction and Maintenance (GreenSource Books)
The McGraw-Hill Complete RBRVS
A History
The most comprehensive introductory high school business book on the market!
Must-have reference for processes involving liquids, gases, and mixtures Reap the time-saving, mistakeavoiding benefits enjoyed by thousands of chemical and process design engineers, research scientists, and
educators. Properties of Gases and Liquids, Fifth Edition, is an all-inclusive, critical survey of the most
reliable estimating methods in use today --now completely rewritten and reorganized by Bruce Poling,
John Prausnitz, and John O’Connell to reflect every late-breaking development. You get on-the-spot
information for estimating both physical and thermodynamic properties in the absence of experimental
data with this property data bank of 600+ compound constants. Bridge the gap between theory and
practice with this trusted, irreplaceable, and expert-authored expert guide -- the only book that includes a
critical analysis of existing methods as well as hands-on practical recommendations. Areas covered
include pure component constants; thermodynamic properties of ideal gases, pure components and
mixtures; pressure-volume-temperature relationships; vapor pressures and enthalpies of vaporization of
pure fluids; fluid phase equilibria in multicomponent systems; viscosity; thermal conductivity; diffusion
coefficients; and surface tension.
The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Real Estate Investing, Second Edition
Encyclopedia of World Art
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